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Abstract: $EÌ¶O )DÀl, the celebrated Prime Minister of the Mughal Emperor Akbar, recorded in the $NEDUQP (a
nd
highly-acclaimed biographical account of the Emperor) the appearance of a comet during the 22 year of $NKDUµV
reign, in 985 A.H. From the recorded date, it turns out that $EÌ¶O)DÀl was an independent discoverer of one of the
most famous comets in history²the Great Comet of 1577 (C/1577 V1).
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1 INTRODUCTION
$EÌ¶O FaÀl (1551±1602), who came to the court
RIWKH0XJKDO(PSHURU-DOOXG-Din MuXammad
Akbar (1542±1605; ruled 1556±1605) in CE
1575, was a very knowledgeable person, having
trained in the traditional as well as the rational
(natural) sciences. He wrote in Persian the official biographical account of Akbar, the AkbarQP, and presented this to his Emperor (see Figure 1). This book would become one of the most
important sources of Indian history. $EÌ¶OFaÀO¶V
work ¶LQ-i Akbari (Institutes of Akbar; 1590), the
third and concluding volume of the $NEDUQP
(which itself comprised five books, in Persian,
translated into English in three volumes by The
Asiatic Society of Bengal), is a great documentation of life, both material and spiritual.
$EÌ¶O)DÀl was not an astronomer by profession, but in his works he presents a worldview
that is scientific to the core. In the ¶LQ-i Akbari
(Blochmann and Jarrett, 1907) he describes cosmogony, geography, medicine and veterinary
science, as well as the boundaries of Hindustan,
the Hindu philosophy and way of life, its customs
and beliefs and languages. In this he draws on
parallels from the Greek scientific knowledge, and
we can but marvel at his insight.
Referring to the 6ÌU\D 6LGGKQWD, $EÌ¶O FaÀl
introduces to us the concept of byomni (NVKD,
or ether), the heavens and the Earth, and the
measurement of time, determination of the equinoxes, precession, assignment of stellar magnitudes, terrestrial latitude and longitude, and seasons, that he describes by means of movement
of the Sun through the zodiac.
1RWDEO\$EÌ¶O)DÀl underlines the EmSHURU¶V
interest in the study of astronomy, and a ³part
of the Astronomical Tables of Ulugh Beg which
ZHKDYHQRWLFHGLQ%EDU¶VUHLJQZDVWUDQVODWHG
XQGHUWKHVXSHUYLVLRQRI$P¯U)DWXuOOK6K¯-U]¯
«´ (Law, 1916). In the $NEDUQP$EÌ¶O)DÀl,
writing in 1596, mentions that
0DXOQa &KQGWKHDVWURORJHU ... was possessed of great acuteness and thorough dexterity
in the science of the astrolabe, in the scruPage 249

tinizing of astronomical tables, the construction
of almanacs and the interpretation of the stars
... (Beveridge, 1897±1939, Volume 1: 69).

The astronomical tables 7DKVLOW-i-Akbar 6Kh¯ FRQVWUXFWHGE\0DXOQD&Knd were used later by 6DZi Jai Singh II (ibid.). There was no clear
demarcation between astronomy and astrology,
and in imperial life²both private and administrative²astrologers and astronomers had important
roles to play. They were required to be present
near birth chambers at the critical moments to
determine exactly the celestial circumstances
and draw up astrological prognostications about
the newborn (e.g. see Figure 2). A manuscript,
Tuzuk-i -DKDQJ¯U¯ (0HPRLUV RI -DKQJ¯U) in the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, features a miniature dating to ca. 1615±1620 attributed to the artLVW %LVKDQGV, which depicts the birth of Prince
6DO¯P -DKQJ¯U 9±1627), with some astrologers in attendance who are working on the horoscope. Astronomers or astrologers are featured in a number of Mughal miniatures working with
with water or sand clocks, or holding ring dials (to
take altitude) and celestial globes (e.g., see Sarma 1992). We also note how
Emperor Akbar paid very great attention to the
education of his sons and grandsons, and
appointed learned men of very high reputation
to superintend their studies. (Law, 1916: 160).

Mughal memoirs mention several astronomical phenomena, namely, fireballs and comets,
and the occurrence of a number of solar and
lunar eclipses. $EÌ¶O )DÀl writes about comets
in detail, and cites a few past occurrences recorded elsewhere. His interest in comets apparently was prompted by the appearance of a
spectacular comet in the twenty-second year of
1
$NEDU¶VUHLJQ which began in 963 A.H.). $EÌ¶O
FaÀl records his observations of this comet in
the $NEDUQP, made during an expedition from
Rajasthan to Punjab, and he also presents his
own treatise on comets²even though technically this work is meant to be a biographical
account about somebody else, his Emperor, and
not autobiographical. Elliot (1873: 407) has
identified the refence as being to the famous
comet of CE 1577.
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)LJXUH  $ PLQLDWXUH VKRZLQJ $EÌ¶O FaÀl presenting the $NEDUQP to Emperor Akbar (Wikimedia Commons).
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&RQVLGHULQJ WKH DFFRXQW DQG WKH GDWH $EÌ¶O
FaÀl would appear to have been an independent
discoverer.
2 COMET REFERENCES IN WRITINGS OF
THE MUGHAL PERIOD
Unexpected phenomena like eclipses, comets,
meteors, and earthquakes were regarded as ill
omens by rulers and emperors, and the recording of such events in political histories was a
well-established tradition in the Middle Eastern
empires. Although these works are not astronomical texts, and they contain little scientific
content, because they are from different cultures and ages they allow us to see how astronomical perceptions changed over time.

7ULNK-L $NEDU 6KK¯, was a revenue officer
during $NEDU¶V UHLJQ DQG LV appreciated for the
chronological details that he provides (Hadi,
1995; Majumdar et al., 2007).
These references assume significance in view
of the fact that observations from Europe of the
very same comets made a decisive impact on
the course of astronomy. To glean some of this
one should read the books by Hellman (1944)
and Drake and 2¶0DOOHy (1960). However, among

The most significant aspect of these writings
is the dates, or sometimes the weekdays, that
the scribes wrote down. While keeping in mind
the text and the context in which the original
references were made, these recorded dates
and details can provide valuable information
when they are tested against modern backcalculations. The tradition RIUHFRUGLQJµSROLWLFDOO\significant¶ cosmic events had a long uninterrupted history and, not surprisingly, even was found
in India. Northern India was dominated by the
Mughal Empire during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and its chroniclers mentioned
fireballs, comets, and a number of solar and lunar eclipses. The records reveal that these rulers
were seriously concerned about the auspiciousness of such serendipitous apparitions, and that
they sought counsel to tide over their possible
consequences and even looked for remedial
measures.
Of the numerous comet apparitions during
the Mughal period, we find reference only to the
Great Comets of 1577 and 1618 in the Mughal
writings, namely, the $NEDUQP, the Tuzuk-i
-DKQJ¯UL and a few chronicles (Elliot, 1873;
1875; Modi, 1917). Here, I shall focus only on
the records of the Great Comet of 1577, as
those relating to the Great Comets of 1618 will
be discussed in a later paper (Kapoor, n.d.).
The 1577 FRPHWLVPHQWLRQHGE\$EÌ¶OFaÀO¶s
IHOORZFKURQLFOHUVDVZHOOQDPHO\0XOO$EGXO4XGLU%DGÌQ¯ G 1L]PXG-Din Ahmad
%DNKVKL G   DQG µULI 4DQGDKU¯ +DGL,
1995: 86). %DGÌQ¯ZDVDVFKRODUand historian
who came to the Royal Court in 1574, and his
work, Muntakhab-XW7DZU¯NK, is a general history of the Muslims in India up to the fortieth year
of $NEDU¶VUHLJQ 1L]PXG-Din, also was $NEDU¶s
courtier, and he authored Taba-TW-L $NEDU¯
(Generations of Akbar), which covers the general history of the Muslim rule, beginning with
the coming of Islam to India and through to the
thirty-QLQWK \HDU RI $NEDU¶V UHLJQ 4DQGDKU¯,
who in 1580 completed his historical account,
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Figure 2 $ SDLQWLQJ DWWULEXWHG WR 6ÌUGV *XMDUW¯ VKRZLQJ
the birth of Timur, with astrologers on the right drawing up
WKHSULQFH¶VKRURVFRSH7KLVSDLQWing is in the British Library
and is thought to date to ca. 1602±1603 (after Abu l-)D*O¶V
$NEDUQP, Or.12988, f. 34v. http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/
Viewer.aspx?ref=or_12988_f034v).

the comets that shaped our worldview, the Great
Comet of 1577 stands ahead of all others.
When hardly any theory of comets existed,
7\FKR%UDKH¶VREVHUYDWLRQVRIWKHFRPHWwere a
milestone in the history of astronomy when he
placed it in a supra-lunar position. This challenged the Aristotelian perception that comets were
atmospheric phenomena.
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plague and diseases and afflictions add to the
sickness of the country. Sudden deaths occur
among the common people «

of 662 A.H. and the tailed ones of 803 A.H. and
837 A.H. He mentions what they looked like,
their angular positions from the Sun, the number
of days over which they were seen, and the
countries from which they were viewed. To indicate the nature of his description, rather than
paraphrasing his account we quote below a long
passage (after Modi, 1917: 73±74):

The three Great Comets of 662 A.H., 803
A.H. and 837 A.H. are identifiable and are now
designated as C/1264 N1 (perihelion on 20.29
July), C/1402 D1 (21 March), and C/1433 R1
(8.27 November). There are no records of any
of these comets from India. About the first
Great Comet, $EÌ¶O)DÀl says that it was sighted
while the Sun, then in Leo, had set. About the
Great Comet of CE 1402, he has no astronomical information to share, while the Great
Comet of CE 1433 LQ $EÌ¶O )DÀO¶V DFFRXQW also
figures in two Muslim texts of CE 1442 and 1524
from Egypt, where it is mentioned as a shining
star with locks of hair having a 9° long train
stretching eastwards (Cook, 1999: 150, Kronk,
1999: 268). It was discovered by the Chinese,
in Teen Tsang (, , and  Boötis) on 15 September, high in the evening sky and with a 10°
tail (Wlliams, 1871: 76). It also was observed
from Korea, Japan and Europe. By the second
week of October the comet was conspicuous as
it headed southeast and passed close to the
Earth.

Out of all (these comets) one hairy comet
appeared in the year 662 Hijri. The increaser
of the splendour of the world ()DUXJK DI]H-iODP) was in the sign of Leo and had gone
2
about 11 fingers down the earth (i.e., had set)
in the night. The strange thing was, that it
(i.e., the comet) appeared to be of the proportion of the head of a big man and emitted
steam from its front. It passed (i.e., appeared)
in the countries of Tibet, Turkestan, China,
Kashgar, Fargana, Ma'wara'u'n-nahr (Transoxania) and Khorasan. It appeared for 85 days.
In all these countries, there arose rebellions.
In Transoxania and Khorasan, calamities of
3
thunder and lightning and such other (phenomena) appeared.
Many years and months had passed over
this event, and then, in 803, a tailed comet
appeared in the zenith at Rum (Constantinople). Mulana Abdallalasan and Mahiad-din
Magrabi with other astrologers of that time
informed Timur, that from what the wise and
the experienced have said it appears that an
army (coming) from the direction of the East
will be victorious in that country, and a general
from that country will assist (him). Timur (lit.
that illuminator of the face of fortune), who was
always expecting an invasion of the country,
but whose companions of poor intelligence did
not acquiesce, attended to that (prediction)
and convinced the great and the small (of his
court) of the truth (lit. gem) of his resolution
and of the insight of the star-seers.

The comet of CE 1433 interests us in view of
the fact that part of $EÌ¶O )DÀO¶V DFFRXQW RI LW is
intriguing. This is about the phrase that the new
Moon was in the first part of Libra. This also
fixes the position of the Sun. The corresponding
date should be 14 September 1433 (Julian
Calendar), but mention of the comet setting with
th
the 17 lunar mansion (al iklil) in the north does
not agree with this date. For the lunar mansion
and the comet to rise and set together, their
positions need to be in agreement. Orbital
computations reveal that this would only have
happened towards the last days of the recorded
sighting of the comet, namely, around 4 November.

In the year 837 on the occasion of a new
moon in the first part of Libra, a tailed comet
appeared (lit. gave brilliancy to the day) near
the 17th lunar mansion in the north. It rose
and set with it. After the lapse of several days,
its special motion appeared. From that 17th
lunar mansion in the north (a form like that of)
a lance-holder separated (lit. assumed the
face of separation), and in 8 months, took the
path of the camel. A great pestilence, spreading misery (round about), appeared in Herat
and its dependencies. Every day more than a
thousand persons died. Mirza Ibrahim, the
governor of Fars and Mirza Bysangar Arghun,
the King of Badakshan, and Shaikh Zai-ud-din
Khafi died in this calamity. A fierce quarrel,
which took place between Mirza Shah-rokh
and Sikandar Kara Yusaf, was also the
consequence of this (comet).

:KDWGLG$EÌ¶OFaÀl mean when he stated
After the lapse of several days, its special motion appeared. From that 17th lunar mansion
in the north (a form like that of) a lance-holder
separated (lit. assumed the face of separation)?

Either, one saw a curved dust tail developing
and separating from the straight plasma tail, or
the comet¶V QXFOHXV split as it approached the
Sun. $EÌ¶O FaÀO¶V sources need to be revisited
to clarify this important observation. The Muslim
texts cited by Kronk (1999: 268), both from
Egypt, speak of the sighting of a comet in
September-October with locks of hair and a tail
9º long that pointed towards the east, but there
is no mention of observations made in November. Furthermore, there is no reference to
the separation mentioned by $EÌ¶OFaÀl. %LHOD¶V
Comet (3D/Biela), is the first comet that was

The learned in the mysteries of the Heavens are convinced of this, that, if it appears
within the boundaries of a country, its king or
its vice-regent dies. If it is declined towards
the boundary, the property, i.e., the country of
the governor passes away from his hands, and
Page 253
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observed to have split when at the 1846 apparition two comets arrived together. They had a
perihelion of q = 0.8606 AU, greater than that of
the Great Comet of 1433.

et 1577 II is a doubtful entity (Kronk, 1999).

To further confuse the issue, the account of
this comet SXEOLVKHG LQ %HYHULGJH¶V WUDQVODWLRQ
th
is different, as it mentions the neither 17 man]LOnor the new Moon:
In the year 837 (1433) a tailed comet appeared in the first degrees of the Sign of Libra near
the Northern Crown. It used to rise and set
there. When some days had elapsed a singular movement of it took place. It became
spear-bearing (QH]DGU) and went off to a
distance from the Northern Crown, and in eight
months it disappeared. A great pestilence occurred in Herat and its neighbourhood. (Beveridge, 1897±1939, Volume III, Chapter XL).

The third of the 1577 comets is the Great
Comet that stirred viewers like none before it.
One can make this out from the numerous
writings on the sightings of this comet in Europe,
which are listed by Hellman (1944). On 8 November the Japanese recorded its curved white
tail stretching 50º. The glorious form of the comet
showed up most impressively in the famous engraving by Jiri Daschitzsky that depicted its
passage over Prague on 12 November 1577
(geoceQWULFGLVWDQFHû = 0.6327 AU). This is reproduced here as Figure 3.
The Great Comet of 1577 is truly an historical
one because of observations of it by the Danish
astronomer Tycho Brahe (1546 ±1601), who saw
it first on 13 November with a tail that was 2.5°
wide and 22° long, settling the important question of the distance to comets (Hind, 1852). Aristotelian cosmology regarded comets as exhalations from the Earth that were ignited in the upper layers of the atmosphere. Observing from
his observatory at Uraniborg on the island of
Hven near Copenhagen, Brahe determined the
FRPHWµV celestial position with respect to certain
reference stars using large quadrants that had a
precision of four arc minutes, and compared
these positions with those obtained at around
the same time by another observer, Hagecius,
who was 600 km away in Prague. Brahe show-

The first statement in this translation cannot be
correct, as the µNorthern Crown¶ is the popular
name for the constellation Corona Borealis.
5 THE GREAT COMET OF 1577
The year 1577 witnessed two, probably three
comets, namely: the 1577 comet, comet 1577 II
(X/1577 U1) and the Great Comet 1577 I
(C/1577 V1). The first of these comets is mentioned only in Korean records that speak of a
µEURRPVWDU¶VLJKWHGGXULQJWKHSHULRG15 July±
13 August. Nothing more is known about it. Com-

2

Figure 3: The woodcut by Jiri Daschitzsky showing the Great Comet of 1577 (Wikimedia Commons).
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Figure 4: The Scorpius region as it appeared on Tuesday 5 November 1577 at 12:05 UT. The location of the comet is indicated by
the bullseye at RA 16h 15m 01s and Dec ±³ EDVHVWDUPDS after Walker, 2013).

cember 1577 ±9 January 1578) and became
known as the long tailed-star (VLWUD-i dum-i
GDU]). (Mousavi, 2000: 111±112).

From the information provided it looks more like
DQ REVHUYHU¶V GHVFULSWLRQ rather than a chronicOHU¶V account. ,PSRUWDQWO\ LW GLIIHUV IURP $EÌ¶O
FaÀl¶s description in that it records the inclination
towards north.
,Q FRQWUDVW 1L]P XG-Din and BadÌQL MXVW
chronicle the event, but they also introduce the
apocalyptic angle. 1L]PXG-'¯QWKH DXWKRURI
7DEDTW-i $NEDU¯, records that the comet appeared in the twenty-third year of the reign of the
Emperor Akbar, and he describes it as follows:
At this period, at the time of evening prayer, a
comet appeared in the sky towards Arabia,
inclining to the north and continued very awful
for two hours. The opinion of the Astrologers
Page 257

was that the effects would not be felt in Hindustan, but probably in Khurasan and Irak.
Shortly afterwards, Shah Ismail, son of Shah
Tahmasp Safawi, departed this life, and great
troubles arose in Persia. (Elliot, 1873: 407).

6KK ,VP¶¯O ZDV DVVDVVLQDWHG RQ  RamÀQ
985 A.H. (25 November 1577). While presenting
1L]m ud-'LQ¶s narration, Modi (1917: 76) makes
one correcWLRQWR(OOLRW¶VWUDQVODWLRQ: for µdar-tarii¶, instead of µWRZDUGVWKH(DVW¶he claims that it
actually means µWRZDUGs $UDELD¶. That also would
LPSO\ µWRZDUGV WKH :HVW¶, for Arabia is to the
west of India, which is consistent ZLWK%DGÌQLµV
DQG $EÌ¶O FaÀO¶V descriptionV ³ Ds appearing
LQ WKH :HVW´ +H DOVR FLWHV (OOLRW¶V H[SODQDWLRQ
of how 1L]P XG-Din incorrectly placed the
appearance of the comet in the twenty-third year
when it should actually have been the twenty-
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QDPH DQGE\0DXOQD&KQGZKRZDVSUHVHQW
outside the birth chamber to determine the exact
time of the birth. He had used a Greek astroODEH WR WDNH DOWLWXGHV DQG 8OXJK %HJ¶V Gurgani
tables that were computed for 1437. 0DXOQD
Alyas cast the horoscope on the basis of the
Ilkhani tables of Na¯UDO-'¯QDO-ÌV¯ (CE 1201±
1274). 0DXOQD&KQGSXWWKHDVFHQGDQWDWWKH
WLPHRI$NEDU¶VELUWKDWLQ9LUJR, whereas Hindu astrologers placed it in Leo. In Islamic and
Hindu astronomy, the Sun is the lord of the sign
Leo, and this sign is most appropriate for emperors.

second year.
%DGÌQ¯¶s Muntakhab-XW7DZU¯NK is a general history of the Muslim world, recorded in three
volumes and beginning ZLWK %EXU In Volume
th
II, which GHDOV ZLWK $NEDU¶V UHLJQ XQWLO WKH 
year, or CE 1594 (Majumdar et al., 2007), BaGÌQ¯GHVFULEHVWKHDSSHDUDQFHRIWKHFRPHW in
1577:
And among the events of that year was the
appearance of a comet in the west. And,
when Sháh Mançúr took to wearing a long tail
to the back of his turban, they dubbed him
µ7KH 6WDU ZLWK DWDLO¶ And through his excessive economy and stinginess in the army expenses, and the pitch that he reached in
grasping in season and out of season; people
forgot the tyrannies of Rájah Muzaffar Khán
and kept heaping upon him abundance of
abuse:²³)RUPDQ\EDGVDUHZRUVHWKDQEDG´
... $QGWKLVVDPH\HDUQHZVDUULYHGWKDW6KK
,VPDLOVRQRI6KK7DKPVS(PSHURURI3HUsia had been murdered ... And the effect of the
comet in that country became manifest, and in
,UT WKH JUHDWHVW SHUWXUEDWLRQ UHVXOWHG ZKLOH
the Turks conquered Tabriz, 6KLUZQDQG0]DQGDUQ « (Ranking et al., 1889 : 240 ±241).

It is worth reading $EÌ¶l FaÀO¶s discussion
about fixing the sign under which Akbar was
born, which takes into consideration the movement of the zodiacal system by 17º in the span
of 1,190 years before Ulugh Beg (as a result of
precession), since this was not allowed for in the
Indian calculation that fixed the birth under Leo.
Also interesting are %HYHULGJH¶V (1897±1907,
Volume 1: 125±128) notes on this matter. $EÌ¶O
FaÀO¶V SUHIHUHQFH ZDV IRU WKH WURSLFDO V\VWHP,
and he brought the discrepancy to the attention
RI WKH VFKRODU $P¯U )DWXXOOK 6K¯U]¯ (who had
MRLQHG$NEDU¶VFRXUWLQ), and asked him to
resolve this matter. The latter then cast a fresh
horoscope according to the Greek and Persian
rules. Using older star tables that dated to
around CE 830 gained him ~8.5º, and he was
able to successfully place the ascendant in Leo.
$EÌ¶OFaÀl regarded this horoscope as the most
reliable one.

In Modi (1917: 76), the description is a little different:
Among the unexpected events (one) was this,
that in the same year, a comet appeared from
the direction of the West. When Shah Mançur
left a long tail from behind in the corner of his
turban, they named him LQMRNH µDWDLOHGFRPet.' ... The effects of this comet appeared in
that country.

%DGÌQ¯ ULJKWO\ SODFHV WKH HYHQW LQ WKH WZHQW\second year of the reign of the Emperor Akbar.
7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Great Comet of 1577 (C/1577 V1) initially
generated curiosity, but this soon turned to awe
owing to its brilliant form and its persistence in
the night sky. $EÌ¶OFaÀl devoted long passages
in the $NEDUQP to a discussion of comets in
general, apparently prompted by the spectacular
appearance of the 1577 comet. He specifically
mentions that the Sun was in Scorpius at the
time, and Figure 4 shows that the comet also
was in Scorpius, although tropically it was not.
In Islam, the sign of Scorpius is regarded as evil,
and it forewarns of affliction to the populace.
Was the FRPHW¶V sidereal position responsible
for $EÌ¶OFaÀO¶Vapprehension about this apparition?
An examination of $NEDU¶VKRURVFRSHDVGLVcussed in the $NEDUQP is appropriate here.
He was born on 15 October 1542, and the moot
point is whether this was under the sign Virgo or
under Leo. $NEDU¶VKRURVFRSHVZHUHFDVWDWWKH
time of his birth according to the Indian sidereal
V\VWHP E\ D µ-RWLN 5DL¶ SRVVLEO\ D WLWOH QRW D
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As for the comet of 1577, it was in Sagittarius
when first sighted. However, a few days earlier
it would have been in Scorpius. On 3 November
at 15:00 UT it transited into Sagittarius, as it constantly moved in ecliptic longitude. $EÌ¶O )DÀl
only spotted the comet two days later but, noting its motion, he would have realized where it
came from. The Emperor, for his part, took the
comet apparition very seriously, and he asked
his minister, 5M 7RGDU 0DO, for astrologers to
explore the possible consequences of such an
apparition, and he ordered alms to be distributed on a large scale as per the customs of the
Mohammedans and Brahmans. 1L]P XG-Din
DQG%DGÌQLUHDGLO\SODFHd blame on the comet
for many untoward incidents that occurred nearby and afar. $EÌ¶O)DÀl, however, tried to minimize the perceived adverse impact of the comet
by underlining that it was through the benedictions of the Emperor that the country was spared any calamity. The reasons why he did this
are not difficult to guess. The traits of a natural
philosopher clearly show in the treatise, but it
would seem WKDW$EÌ¶O)DÀl was unaware of the
most important aspect of his record²that he was
an independent discoverer of what would prove
to be one of the Great Comets of history.
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Curiously, the Great Comet of 1577 brought
calamity to astronomy in Istanbul. In the wake
of its occurrence, certain horrifying incidents occurred, which prompted astrologers to destroy
Taq¯ al-Din¶s astronomical observatory, which
had only been constructed in 1575 (Heiderzadeh, 2008).
Finally, we should note that although $EÌ¶O
FaÀl speaks about many past comets in the AkEDUQP, he does not mention the appearance
of a bright new star in the constellation of Cassiopeia only a few years earlier. This was the
historic supernova of 1572, which became popular as µ7\FKR¶s Nova¶ (see Stevenson and Green,
2002). It quickly rose in brightness, eventually
matching Venus, and even was visible during
the day-time.
8 NOTES
The following notes belong to the passage we
have quoted here, on page 253, which is from
Modi (1917: 73 ±74).
1

Most dates listed in this paper follow the
Gregorian Calendar and are years CE or
BCE. However, some dates, like this one
(963 A.H.), are given using the Hijri or Islamic Calendar, which is a lunar calendar that
consists of 12 months in a year of 354 days.
The first year (1 A.H.) of the Hijri Calendar
began in CE 622, when Muhammad moved
from Mecca to Medina. The current Islamic
year is 1437 A.H., and in the Gregorian Calendar it runs from approximately 14 October
2015 to 2 October 2016.
2. A µILQJHUµ was a unit of measurement and
equalled ~1°.
3. Taking the word to be UD¶d. The Bengal Asiatic Society¶s text gives the word as the last
star in the tail of the Lesser Bear. It also
means a governor. But these words seems
to have no proper meaning here. In the footnote to this quotation it gives U\DG as found
in another manuscript, but I think that it is
mistaken for ra¶ad, which suits well with the
next word, EDUN µflashing¶). Note that the
original quotation footnote 2 also has UD¶DG,
U\DG and EDUN in the Persian script.
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